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December 9, 2005  
 

LOSS OF MEMORY 
 

I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected. 
In the name of Allah, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful. 

 
I have recently seen a documentary on T.V. about a British man, Mr. Clive Wearing, 
who lost all his past memory and thoughts, after suffering from a virus with high 
fever that attacked his brain cells and the blood stream in them. When he finally 
regained consciousness, the doctors realized upon questioning him that he had lost 
track of all past events of his life. In other words, his memory had been erased and 
he had no recollection of anything. The only person he could recognize was his wife, 
but could not remember his past life with her or any of the events. 
 
The doctors labeled him as the “man with the 7 second memory”. He could recognize 
and understand the immediate events; but after seven seconds, he would forget 
them. At one point, he cried and complained about his fate – suffering from complete 
emptiness and loneliness in life; as his section of the brain that produces senses, 
emotions, thoughts, memory, and other functions was no longer working. For the 
vast majority of human beings, these functions of the brain are normal and standard, 
as blessings of GOD. But Clive Wearing had lost this blessing. Though he is still alive, 
but his active life to think, store, and recall his memory made him impotent for all 
practical purposes. 
 
One can only empathize with the plight of this gentleman: he can see and hear, but 
cannot use his brain to enjoy the blessings of thoughts, senses, emotions, planning, 
fantasizing, memory and much more. His life has been rendered useless and devoid 
of meaning now. Even if he wanted to believe in God at this point, he cannot do so 
anymore. Additionally, he can no longer be a husband to his wife, nor could she act 
and perform as a wife to her husband, in a standard and normal way by relating to 
each other. The doctors found this case to be the first time ever and unique. Even the 
modern medicines could not help him to overcome this situation of helplessness. His 
condition can best be explained as “living in a vacuum” and “purposeless life”. 
 
GOD creates humans as well as other creatures, day and night, year-round. Every 
now and then, GOD sets examples of His Absolute Powers to do as He pleases, 
through the same creations for other humans to observe and take heed. The verse 
from the Quran speaks clearly that when GOD blesses a human, no one can take 
away the blessing, but when He afflicts him, no one can remove the affliction, except 
HE. 
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39:38 Part 1: If you ask them, “Who created the heavens and the earth,” they will 
say, “GOD.” 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 285, a multiple of 19. 
 
39:38 Part 2: Say, “Why then do you set up idols beside GOD?” 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 98, a multiple of 14. 
Revealed: For both parts, the GV of Allah letters are 285 + 98 = 383 
revealing the GV of AL-QURAN, Glory be to my LORD. 
 

Comment: If they are so sure and certain that GOD is the Creator of the heavens and 
the earth, they would not set up idols beside HIM – by rejecting what GOD has just 
shown and proven to them – the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 of the Quran (383). 
Here, clearly, it is a proven fact, that those who reject this message have set up 
idols beside GOD. 
 
39:38 Part 3: If GOD willed any adversity for me, can they relieve such an 
adversity? 
39:38 Part 4: And if He willed a blessing for me, can they prevent such a blessing? 
39:38 Part 5: Say, “GOD is sufficient for me.” In HIM the trusters shall trust. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 4 and 3 and 2 for each part, revealing a diff. of 1- 
Absoluteness.  
Revealed: Parts 3-4: The Allah letters are 19, Praise be to GOD. 
Revealed: Part 5: The messenger's letters are 19, Praise be to GOD. 

 
35:2 Part 1: When GOD showers the people with mercy, no force can stop it. 
35:2 Part 2: And if He withholds it, no force, other than HE, can send it. 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters for each part are 14 and 7, revealing the “Seven 
Pairs Revelation”. 

 
NOTE the different kinds of proofs within these verses. In 39:38, you saw the proof 
of 19 & 14, as well as the proof of 383 and the proof of Aleef. In 35:2, you saw the 
proof of the Seven Pairs. In the same verse, the Proof of Aleef is also given: 
 
35:2 Part 1: When GOD showers the people with mercy, no force can stop it. 
35:2 Part 2: And if He withholds it, no force other than He, can send it. He is the 
Almighty, Most Wise. 
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Revealed: The Aleefs are 5 & 4, revealing the diff. of 1 – only GOD, the 
Absolute, can shower you with His mercy or withhold it. No one else has any 
power beside Him. Be He Glorified. 

 
The believers are aware of the purpose of this life and also conscious of the first life 
in Heaven as well as the afterlife when this life ends. We were all evicted from 
Heaven as disobedient rebels to the Earth. When the message was recited to us, we 
chose to believe and repent to the Almighty for our past sins. Though we have all 
forgotten about the first life and the Covenants made by us before coming here, we 
are reminded and believe in these facts to honor them in this life. The disbelievers 
have no concept, nor do they believe in the first life or the Hereafter. We are 
reminded through the Quran by such verses as: 
 
7:172 Recall that your LORD summoned all the descendants of Adam, and had them 
bear witness for themselves: “AM I NOT YOUR LORD?” They all said, “YES. WE BEAR 
WITNESS.” Thus, you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection, “We were not aware of 
this.” 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 32, and messenger's letters are 51, 
revealing the diff. of 19. 

 
7:172 Part: Thus, you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection. 
7:172 Part: We were not aware of this. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 3 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1. 
 

Though our minds have forgotten this truthful history and the Covenant we made 
with our LORD; we are, however, reminded with this profound fact. That is why GOD 
has made us “aware” of this fact, so we cannot excuse ourselves on the Day of 
Resurrection with ignorance. 
 
Through a precise calculation and measurement, GOD has inscribed His name letters 
and the messenger's letters with a diff. of 19 and the end of the verse with the diff. 
of 1 Aleef, to send this strong reminder through His messenger, to make everyone 
“aware” of this fact. I will recite another verse that also reminds us of the “first 
creation”. 
 
56:62 Part 1: You know about the first creation. 
56:62 Part 2: Do you not remember? 
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 159 and 61, revealing the diff. of 98, a 
multiple of 14. 
Revealed: The GV of messenger's letters are 402 and 122, revealing the 
diff. of 280, a multiple of 14. 
Revealed: For the entire verse, GV of Allah letters is 220, and messenger’s 
letters is 524, revealing the diff. of 304, a multiple of 19. 

 
Our memory has failed us: we cannot comprehend our first life in Heaven, but the 
vivid reminder and clear Proofs make us aware of these historical facts and the 
Truth. “We have believed in it”. The humans cannot ignore and disregard again 
and forget about their doings on Earth. Whether they remember or not, they will be 
held fully accountable, especially after this “mercy” shown through the profound 
revelations sent down. The believers are aware that they will be held accountable 
for their belief, utterances, and deeds. The disbelievers, on the other hand, will wish 
they never knew their account and that their death was eternal. They will not be 
excited about their resurrection, because of the consequences they will have to face 
on that awesome Day. 
 

Accountability for Believers and Disbelievers 
 
69:20 (Believers will say) “I did believe that I was going to be held accountable.” 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 3; the Allah letters are 5; GV of Allah letters is 38, 
a multiple of 19. 

 
69:26 (The disbelievers will say) “I wish I never knew my account.” 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 3; the Allah letters are 5; GV of Allah letters is 38, 
a multiple of 19. 

 
Did you note the “Perfect Balance” of these two opposing verses? The Aleefs are 
matching as 3; the Allah letters are matching as 5, and the GV of Allah letters is 
matching as 38. This reveals that GOD’S justice will be equal for all; it is perfectly 
balanced and not in favor of anyone. How about the disbelievers’ wish that their 
death were eternal, so they can avoid facing the ONE, LIVING, ETERNAL LORD? They 
would like to avoid facing the TRUTH on the Day of Judgment. 
 
69:26 “I wish I never knew my account.” 
69:27 “I wish my death was eternal.”  
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Revealed: The Aleefs are 3 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1 – fear of facing the 
Absolute Lord. 
Revealed: The messenger's letters are 8 and 7, revealing the diff. of 1 – 
they disbelieved in GOD’S messenger. 

 
For the believers in 69:20, the messenger’s name letters do not need to have a diff. 
of 1, as they will not be asked about it. They believed in everything that came from 
GOD and glorified HIM. 
 
69:20 “I did believe that I was going to be held accountable.” 
69:21 “He has deserved a happy life.” 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 4, revealing the diff. of 1 – the 
believers demonstrated accountability and will be rewarded by GOD for it. 
 

Just like Clive Wearing has forgotten the past events of his life, the disbelievers will 
try to forget out of shame, humiliation, and remorse. They will certainly be asking 
for another chance to work righteousness, which will be denied. They may forget, 
but GOD has recorded everything. When shown their record, they will remember 
everything, and would not be able to dispute the truth. In fact, they will be their own 
judge, and will agree with the profound and truthful record of GOD. 
 
58:6 Part 1: The Day will come when GOD will resurrect them all, then inform them 
of everything they had done. 
 

Revealed: The messenger's initials are 14, and messenger's letters are 19, 
revealing the Sacred Codes of 14 – 19. 

 
58:6 Part 2: GOD has recorded everything, while they have forgotten it. GOD 
witnesses all things. 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 14, and messenger's letters are 15, 
revealing the diff. of 1 – GOD will remind the humans of all the scriptures, 
messengers, and messages He sent down on Earth, including this profound 
message. 

 
58:6 Part: “GOD has recorded everything, while they have forgotten it.” 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 7, and messenger's letters are 7, revealing 
the message of the “Seven Pairs”. 
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Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 77, confirming the above message of the 
“Seven Pairs”. 
Revealed: The GV of messenger's letters is 190, a multiple of 19, revealing 
both the Sacred Codes. Praise and Glory be to my Lord. 

 
Those who are liars and disbelievers on earth, their answers are always unsure, 
confused, and fabricated. The only way to hold them accountable for their belief and 
deeds is by showing the exact record and a video tape. They will then remember 
everything they did on Earth, and ask for another chance, or at least clemency from 
punishment for even one day. 
 
CONFUSED & UNSURE ANSWERS: 30:55 On the day when the Hour comes to pass, 
the guilty will swear that they lasted (in this world) only one hour. That is how 
wrong they were. 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are stamped on this verse to be 14 – revealing 
the Seven Pairs. 

 
The disbelievers will be reminded by the believers as to the reality and the Truth, 
with specific words mentioned in the next verse. Let us see what they are: 
 
30:56 Part 1: Those who are blessed with knowledge and faith will say: 
30:56 Part 2: “You have lasted, according to GOD’S decree, until the Day of 
Resurrection. Now, this is the Day of Resurrection, but you failed to recognize it.” 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1 – revealing the 
ABSOLUTESS OF GOD, in which the believers believed with certainty and 
believed wholeheartedly, as well as the Day of Judgment. 
Revealed: Additional Proof for Part 2: The Allah letters are 18, and the 
messenger's letters are 32, revealing the diff. of precisely 14 – the Seven 
Pairs. GOD has certified this new knowledge, which represents part of my 
faith and all those who follow me.  

 
79:35 That is the day when the human will remember everything he did. 
79:36 Hell will be brought into existence. 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 4 and 3, revealing the diff. of 1 – when the 
record is shown to the disbelievers by the One, Supreme GOD, they will agree 
that they lied against Him and were disbelievers; but it will too late to prevent 
them from going to Hell. 
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The blessings of eyes, ears and minds has been granted by GOD to the majority of 
the humans. While most are blessed by Him to have them, some are not blessed and 
are handicapped. The latter will not be questioned but the ones who received these 
blessings will be asked if they used them for the reason and the function they were 
given by GOD. HE has asked the people to verify all information brought forth by the 
disbelievers, as they cannot be trusted. This is to prevent the believers from 
committing any kind of injustice. HE commands the believers to use their eyes, ears, 
and brains, in order to differentiate that which comes from GOD, or from 
unauthorized humans. This is proven and confirmed by HIM, as the verse will 
reveal: 
 
17:36 Part 1: You shall not accept any information, unless you verify it for yourself. 
17:36 Part 2: I have given you the hearing, the eyesight, and the brain, and you are 
responsible for using them. 
 

Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 127 and 193, revealing the diff. of 66, 
Alhumdo Lillah. 

 
17:36 Part 1: You shall not accept any information, unless you verify it for yourself. 
17:36 Part 2: I have given you the hearing, the eyesight, and the brain. 
17:36 Part 3: And you are responsible for using them. 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 – 8 – 7, revealing a diff. of 1 between 
each part – a gift from the Almighty Lord of eyes, ears, and minds. 

 
The Sacred number of 66 is the GV of the Omnipotent Creator, ALLAH, who is the 
One and the Absolute. Have you now witnessed and verified the information that I 
have been blessed with to recite and write? ALLAH, Most Glorified, has revealed His 
Honorable Name through this very important verse. How can you deny His Name, 
and His Revelation, if you do believe in HIM, and after seeing HIS Blessed and Sacred 
Name? Glory be to HIM. 
 
These are profound blessings of GOD – if put to use in the manner designed by HIM, 
then you can easily achieve the purpose of your temporary, earthly life. With full 
belief, these blessings can be carried forward to Eternity. For those who choose to 
disbelieve in GOD’S revelations, there is a reminder to warn them through another 
verse. They should take heed from the example of Mr. Clive Wearing, whose mind 
has been sealed by GOD. Here is another verse telling us that if GOD takes away 
these blessings, no one else can give them to you.  
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6:46 Part 1: Say, “What if ALLAH took away your hearing, and your eyesight, and 
sealed your minds, which god? 
6:46 Part 2: Other than ALLAH, can restore these for you?” Note how we explain 
the revelations, and note how they still deviate! 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 6 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1 – control of the 
Absolute God. 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for Part 1 is: 196 = 14 x 7 x 2 – revealing 
the Seven Pairs. 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters for Part 2 is 110 – the revelation of 
Absoluteness through His Shahada “La Elaha Ella Hoo” – GV 110. 
 

Now compare the two verses I have presented to you on this subject – 17:36 and 
6:46. 
 

Revealed: In verse 17:36, the Aleefs are 10. In verse 6:46, the Aleefs are 11, 
revealing a diff. of again 1 between the two verses, clarifying the absolute 
control of GOD over His blessings, and the reason for giving them to the 
humans, as explained earlier. 
Revealed: The GVs of Allah letters for both verses are 320 and 306, 
revealing the diff. of 14 – the Seven Pairs. 

 
13:19 Part 1: Is one who recognizes that your LORD’S revelations to you are the 
truth equal to one who is blind? 
13:19 Part 2: Only those who possess intelligence will take heed. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and 6, revealing the diff. of 1 – the intelligent are 
able to recognize immediately that which comes from GOD, and especially 
points out to these revelations recited and presented here. The “intelligent” 
are further defined and coded within this verse. 

 
13:19 Part: “Only those who possess intelligence will take heed.” 
 

Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and messenger's letters are 10, revealing 
the diff. of 1, and the sum is 19. 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 96 and the GV of messenger's letters is 
206, revealing the diff. of 110. The “seer and the hearer” will take heed 
through these clear revelations, while the blind and the deaf cannot be helped.  

 
If GOD wills, HE can afflict the humans in many different ways, which they cannot 
comprehend or expect. I will recite a couple more verses to finish this sermon. 
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36:66 If we will, we can veil their eyes and, consequently, when they seek the path, 
they will not see. 
36:67 If we will, we can freeze them in place; thus, they can neither move forward, 
nor go back. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 7 and 7, revealing the Absoluteness through the 
Seven Pairs. 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 13, revealing the diff. of 1 – GOD 
fully controls our lives. 

 
36:43 If we willed, we could have drowned them, so that their screaming would not 
be heard, nor could they be saved. 
36:44 Instead, we shower them with mercy, and let them enjoy for awhile. 
 

Revealed: The Aleefs are 4 and 5, revealing the diff. of 1 – GOD controls all 
the punishments and mercy. 

 
HIS mercy is evident upon the believers, through the above pair of verses, by 
revealing the SACRED CODES OF 19 AND 14. 
 

Revealed: In verse 36:43, the GV of Allah letters is 109 and the GV of 
messenger's letters is 698, revealing the diff. of 589, a multiple of 19. 
Revealed: In verse 36:44, the GV of Allah letters is 70 and GV of 
messenger's letters is 322, revealing the diff. of 252, a multiple of 14. 

 
 

Peace be upon the messengers. 
Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Universe. 

 
 


